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Abstract. The performance enhancement of constructed wetlands can be achieved through the coupling with microbial 

electrochemical technologies (MET). MET is a setup designed to mimic metabolic electrons exchange with insoluble donors 

and acceptors with the aid of electroactive bacteria and external electrical circuits. An alternative MET that dispenses of 

electrodes and circuits but uses an electro-conductive biofilter is called Microbial Electrochemical-based Constructed Wetland 10 

(METland). Previously it has been demonstrated that a METland has higher biodegradation rates than horizontal flow 

constructed wetlands, however given its novelty there are still uncertainties related to the removal of pollutants, including their 

microbial activity. The genetic characterization of microbial communities of a METland is desirable, but is time and resource 

consuming, then a characterization alternative could be based on functional analysis of the microbial communities. 

Community-level physiological profile (CLPP) is a useful method to evaluate the functional diversity of microbial 15 

communities based on the carbon source utilization pattern (CSUP). Therefore, this study was focused on the microbial 

characterization of laboratory scale METland based on CLPP analysis. The study included the characterization of microbial 

communities attached to two carbon-based electro-conductive materials (calcined petroleum coke from crushed electrodes – 

PK-A; calcined petroleum coke with low sulphur and nitrogen content – PK-LSN), in planted and non-planted set-ups. 

Variations on the metabolic activity of tested systems were identified and it seems to be related to the characteristics of the 20 

material, rather than the presence / absence of plants. In general, CSUP show differences along flow pathway, as well as among 

the tested systems, being carbohydrates and carboxylic/acetic acids the most consumed carbon sources, followed by polymers, 

amides/amines and amino acids. Also, were established some correlations between the utilization of carbon sources and the 

removal of pollutants. The obtained results provide useful insight into the spatial dynamics of METland systems. 

1 Introduction  25 

Constructed wetlands are biological engineered system designed to optimize the processes that occur in natural wetlands, with 

the aim of treating wastewaters in a sustainable and environmental friendly way (Dotro et al., 2017). The performance of 

constructed wetlands relies on the interaction of physical, chemical and biological processes, the presence of plants and 

microorganisms, and removal mechanisms such as precipitation, sedimentation, filtration, volatilization, adsorption, plant 
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uptake and microbial-driven degradation (Kadlec and Wallace, 2009). These processes are determined by operative settings 

(loading rates, loading pattern, etc.) and environmental conditions inside the wetland bed (eg. substrate type, pH, temperature, 

dissolved oxygen, and Redox conditions) (Wu et al., 2014a) 

Constructed wetlands are designed to effectively treat raw, primary, secondary or tertiary treated wastewaters from different 

origins (Dotro et al., 2017), such as domestic, industrial, drainage mining, runoff and agriculture effluents (Ghobrial, 2008; 5 

Nivala et al., 2012; Paredes et al., 2007; Reed et al., 1995; Vymazal, 2014). Constructed wetlands can be classified according 

to the dominant macrophytes (free-floating, floating leaved, rooted emergent and submerged), hydrology (surface or 

subsurface flow) and flow direction (horizontal or vertical) (Vymazal, 2010). Constructed wetlands are robust and cost-

effective technology that require low operation and maintenance efforts (Brix et al., 2007; Vymazal, 2009; Masi et al., 2018) 

being used worldwide as a mature solution for decentralized wastewater treatment (Langergraber and Masi, 2018). However, 10 

the major drawback of constructed wetlands implementation is its area footprint, much larger than other compact wastewater 

treatment technology. Therefore, to reduce the surface requirements, constructed wetlands have been evolving from passive 

to intensified systems (S. Wu et al., 2014), including very recent designs that incorporate the combination of constructed 

wetlands with microbial electrochemical technologies (MET) (Wang et al., 2017c). 

MET are applications of microbial-driven electrochemical processes either for the production of complex organic compounds, 15 

energy generation or environmental solutions (Schröder et al., 2015). MET rely on the action of electroactive bacteria, which 

are microorganisms with the ability to conserve energy from electron transfer to an electron acceptor (e.g. a solid-state 

electrode) (Borole et al., 2011). Electroactive bacteria have been found in several substrates including marine/fresh water 

sediments (Lovley, 2008; Risgaard-Petersen et al., 2014; Sajana et al., 2013), manure (Min et al., 2005; Vilajeliu-Pons et al., 

2015), aerobic/anaerobic wastewater treatment sludge (Gao et al., 2014; Lobato et al., 2012; Villano et al., 2012), and 20 

wastewater (Escapa et al., 2014; Velvizhi & Venkata Mohan, 2015). 

The presence of Redox gradients along a constructed wetland depth profile, led to explore the possibility of combining them 

with MET, as it was done in microbial fuel cells (MFC) for simultaneous production of energy and wastewater treatment 

(Yadav et al., 2012). Similarly to conventional MFC, a constructed wetland-MFC (CW-MFC) is a set-up fitted with an anode, 

located in the anaerobic zone (bottom), and a cathode in the anoxic/aerobic zone (top) of a permanent flooded bed (Doherty et 25 

al., 2015). Electroactive bacteria consume organic compounds in the anaerobic zone and release electrons that are transferred 

to the anode. From the anode, the electrons flow along an external circuit to the cathode, where the released electrons can be 

used in the reduction of O2 or NO3. The charge balance is completed either by incorporating an ion separator or simply by 

allowing ions to flow in the bulk fluid (Ramirez-Vargas et al., 2018) 

Most recent developments on CW-MFC has dispensed of external circuits to rely merely on the presence of electro-conductive 30 

substrate performing as single-piece electrode, therefore operating in a short-circuit mode. This approach has led to the creation 

of microbial electrochemical-based CW (METlands). In a METland system, the electroactive bacteria are stimulated to 

generate and transfer electrons to an electro-conductive material acting as unlimited electron acceptor, maximizing substrate 

consumption (Esteve-Núñez, 2015). The METland system has been tested for the removal of organic matter and nitrogen with 
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horizontal subsurface flow coke biofilters at laboratory scale, reaching removal rates above 90% for NH4 (at 3.5 days of 

hydraulic retention time), COD and BOD5 (at 0.5 days hydraulic retention time) (Aguirre-Sierra et al., 2016). Those results 

suggest that a METland system given the presence of EAB can enhance biodegradation rates, thus allowing the reduction of 

the area requirements of classical constructed wetlands. 

It is known that microorganisms are the main driving force in the removal of pollutants under anaerobic and aerobic/anoxic 5 

conditions inside constructed wetlands (Faulwetter et al., 2009), and become highly active and dominant if enough substrates 

exist under suitable environmental conditions (Truu et al., 2009). Most of this microorganism are present as biofilms, attached 

to the roots of wetland plants or to the surface of the filter media in constructed wetlands (Adrados et al., 2014). In a MET 

based constructed wetland, the operative conditions and configurations lead to the development of biofilms mainly composed 

by microorganisms of Proteobacteria, Acidobacteria and Firmicutes genus (Li et al., 2016; J. Wang et al., 2017; F. Xu et al., 10 

2018) (Aguirre-Sierra et al., 2016). These microorganisms have been identified as genus able to build-up electro-conductive 

biofilms in solid-state electron acceptors (Logan, 2009; Butti et al., 2016). 

If constructed wetland technology performance is to be optimized, the microbial composition of the systems must be 

understood (Button et al., 2015). The genetic characterization of microbial communities of constructed wetlands is desirable, 

however all microorganisms inside the systems must be identified, task that is time and resource consuming, and may not be 15 

of much interest from the engineering point of view (Weber et al., 2008). Therefore it might be more interesting to conduct 

microbial characterizations based on the functional analysis of the communities inside constructed wetlands (Weber and 

Gagnon, 2014). The functional diversity of the microorganisms can be assessed using different techniques such as culture-

based methods, microbial mass and enzyme assessment, and most recently with community level physiological profiling 

(CLPP) (Button et al., 2015). 20 

The CLLP method is designed to assess the dynamics of microbial communities based on carbon source utilization patterns of 

environmental samples (Garland and Mills, 1991). The method involves the direct inoculation of collected samples into plates 

with wells that contain different carbon sources and tetrazolium as Redox dye indicator (Garland, 1997). When the microbial 

community consume the carbon sources, nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NADH) is released as side produce of cell 

respiration, reducing the tetrazolium dye into formazan, provoking a color change into wells which could be detected by 25 

photometrically devices (Weber and Legge, 2010a). The CLPP method has been implemented in studies of terrestrial and 

aquatic environments, including the microbial activity of conventional wastewater treatment systems and constructed wetlands 

(Salomo et al., 2009; Button et al., 2016). 

The most common used plate for CLPP analysis is the Biolog® EcoPlate, which contains relevant environmental carbon 

sources, known to be derived of plant root exudates or that ease the differentiation of soil microbial communities (Insam and 30 

Goberna, 2004). Carbon sources can be grouped by composition into carbohydrates, polymers, carboxylic acids, 

amines/amides, and amino acids (Weber and Legge, 2009), representing a large degree of compounds, which depending on 

the degree of consumption, can ease the understanding of the functionality of the microbial communities for pollution removal 

in wastewater treatment systems like constructed wetlands (Button et al., 2016). 
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Given the novelty of the MET based CW, the objective of this study was to assess the impact of different electro-conductive 

materials on the microbial community function of planted and non-planted METland set-up fed with real wastewater. Biolog® 

EcoPlates were used to analyze the substrate utilization patterns of the microbial biofilms detached of material samples, 

considering each tested set-up as a single sample, as well as at different levels inside them. Microbial community function was 

analyzed based on carbon source utilization patterns (CSUP), derived microbial metabolic indexes (average well color 5 

development – AWCD; richness; diversity), and carbon guild utilization. Additionally, the organic matter and nutrients 

removals were estimated and correlated with CSUP and microbial metabolic indexes. 

2 Methods  

2.1 Experimental set-up 

The experimental setup consisted of 16 columns (h: 50 cm; Ø: 16 cm; packed vol.: 8.44 L) installed at Aarhus University’s 10 

greenhouses (Denmark). Twelve of the columns were filled with two types of electro-conductive materials, 6 columns for 

calcined petroleum coke from crushed electrodes (PK-A), 6 columns of calcined petroleum coke with low sulphur and nitrogen 

content (PK-LSN), and 4 columns filled with sand as a control. Half of the columns were planted with Juncus effusus to 

determine the potential effects of the plants. Each column acted as a replicate to have 6 different sets of planted (P) and non-

planted (NP) systems: PK-A/P, PK-A/NP, PK-LSN/P, PK-LSN/NP, Sand/P and Sand/NP. The physical/chemical 15 

characteristics of materials are summarized in Table 1. The columns were continuously up-flow fed for a period of 16 weeks, 

with primary settled pig manure supplemented with starch and molasses (Table 2). 

2.2 Sample collection and biofilm detachment and CLPP inoculation 

The microbial community function of tested systems was analyzed for the community level physiological profile (CLPP) 

method, after 16 weeks of operation. To perform the CLPP analysis, 25 g of filtering media samples were collected with sterile 20 

tweezer from 5 different points inside each column (from bottom to top: 0 cm - inlet zone, 12.5 cm, 25.0 cm, 37.5 cm, and 45 

cm - outlet zone), and deposited in sterilized Falcon tubes. Given that only two columns were installed per sand treatment, a 

third sample was composed by mixing them. The biofilm detachment of the collected substrate was based on an adapted 

version of the protocol described by Weber & Legge (2010b) as follows. Each media sample was immersed in 100 ml of sterile 

phosphate buffer solution, and shaken in an orbital shaker (VWR® Advanced Orbital Shaker - VWR International, 25 

Pennsylvania, USA) in 500 mL flasks for 3 h at 30 °C at 100 rpm. After detachment, the obtained biofilm suspension was 

diluted with 1:10 PBS for inoculating in CLPP plates. 

2.3 CLPP plates inoculation 

BIOLOGTM EcoPlates (Biolog Inc., Hayward CA, USA) analysis were used for CLPP analysis. The plates contain 31 wells 

carbon substrates and 1 as blank, all of them in triplicate. Based on an adaptation of the protocol described by Weber & Legge 30 
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(2010a) the inoculation of  the EcoPlates was done in a sterile laminar flow hood (Labogene SCANLAF MARS), with materials 

cleaned with 70% ethanol. In total, 30 EcoPlates (5 heights x 6 system types) were inoculated. The EcoPlates were inoculated 

with 100 µL of diluted biofilm suspension using a multichannel pipette (GILSON® Pipetman® L P8X200L). After 

inoculation, the initial optical density (measure of light absorbance of the Redox dye indicator of the wells) of the plates was 

measured using a BIOLOG™ MicroStation absorbance reader (Biolog Inc., Hayward CA, USA) at an absorbance of 590 nm. 5 

After the first measure, the EcoPlates were inoculated in dark conditions at 21 C°, and shaken at 100 rpm with the same orbital 

shaker used for the biofilm detachment. After the initial inoculation, the optical density of EcoPlates was measured every 4 

hours for a period of 5 days. 

2.4 CLPP data processing 

CLPP data processing and analysis was done based on the procedures described by Weber et al. (2007) and Weber & Legge 10 

(2010a). Given that optical density values above 2 are outside of the linear absorbance range, the analysis of the CLPP data 

was performed based on the selection of a single time point of 48 hours. This time provided the greatest variance and the 

lowest average of wells with optical density values above 2, therefore minimizing the errors for the later data analysis. 

From the data collected at that time point, three different microbial metabolic indexes derived of CSUP data were selected for 

the CLPP analysis: i) average well color development (AWCD), ii) substrate richness (S) and iii) Shannon’s diversity index 15 

(H). The AWCD resembles the average metabolic activity (substrate utilization) of all wells of a plate at a given time (Eq. 1). 

The substrate richness (S), refers to the metabolic potential of a microbial community for consuming different carbon sources 

(Eq. 2). The Shannon’s diversity index (H), encompasses the richness and evenness of substrate utilization of a given microbial 

community (Eq. 3): 

𝐴𝑊𝐶𝐷 =	 '
('
∑ (𝐴+ − 𝐴-)('
/0' ,          (1) 20 

𝑆 = ∑ (𝑤𝑒𝑙𝑙+)('
/0' ; 	𝑖𝑓	(𝐴+ − 𝐴8) > 0.25,	         (2) 

𝐻 =	−	∑ 𝑝+	(ln 𝑝+),           (3) 

where Ai is the optical density absorbance value of well i, Ao is the optical density absorbance value of blank well, and pi is the 

ratio of the activity of a given substrate to the sums of all the substrates activity. 

Given that the CLPP analysis of this study is based on the use of numerous plates (30 EcoPlates = 6 systems x 5 levels/heights), 25 

and a single time point of 48 hours was selected as base for analysis, an initial standardization of the data was done to reduce 

any biased result, due to inoculum density differences between samples. The standardization was carried out based on Eq. 4 

(Garland, 1997; Weber & Legge, 2010a): 

ÂD = 	
EFGEH
IJKL

,            (4) 
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where Âk is the optical density absorbance value of well k, Ao is the optical density absorbance value of blank well, and AWCD 

is the average well color development previously calculated. 

To simplify the study of CSUP, after the data transformation, the 31 carbon sources were classified into five specific groups 

(Weber and Legge, 2009): i) polymers; ii) carbohydrates; iii) carboxylic and acetic acids; iv) amino acids; and v) 

amines/amides. To carry out principal component analyses (PCA), and after the assessment of normality, homoscedasticity 5 

and linear correlations following the protocol established by Weber et al. (2007), the CSUP data were subjected to a Taylor 

transformation. 

2.5 Sampling and analysis of water quality parameters 

The removal of organic matter and nutrients was tested by the collection of grab samples of influent and effluent for a period 

of 16 weeks. In-situ measurements using calibrated electrodes included pH (Hach PHC101), electrical conductivity (Hach 10 

sensION+ 5060), temperature, dissolved oxygen (Hach LDO101) and Redox potential from water samples (Hach MTC101). 

Chemical oxygen demand (COD) analysis were carried out by photometric evaluation (Hach LCI 400 cuvette test + DR 3900 

spectrophotometer), biological oxygen demand (BOD5) analysis by respirometric method (WTW OxiTOP®), and total 

suspended solids (TSS) by standard methods 2540 D (APHA 2012). Total organic carbon (TOC) and total nitrogen (TN) were 

analyzed through combustion catalytic oxidation/NDRI method (Shimadzu TOC-VCPH), and orthophosphates (PO4-P), 15 

ammonia (NH4-N) and nitrates (NO3-N) by ion chromatography (Lachat QuickChem® 8000). Additionally, to consider the 

impact of evapotranspiration (Etp) on the removal efficiency (E) of the system, water and mass balances were measured 

between inlet and according to Eq. 5 and 6. 

𝐸𝑡𝑝 = 	 OPQGORST
UVW

	× 	100%,           (5) 

𝐸 =	 [PQ×OPQG[RST×ORST
[PQ×OPQ

× 	100%,          (6) 20 

where Vin and Vout correspond to inlet and outlet volume, Cin and Cout are the inlet and outlet concentration of the assessed 

pollutants.  

2.6 Statistical analysis 

The statistical analysis was carried out using XLSTAT 19.02 software. The CSUP data were analyzed using the principal 

component analysis (PCA), considering as active variables the established 5 carbon guilds, as auxiliary variable the level from 25 

where samples were collected inside the systems, and as objects each of the sampled points per tested system (n = 90 samples). 

The differences in microbial community metabolic profiles among the columns in the PCA plots were evaluated by one-way 

permutational analysis of variance (PERMANOVA) with a significance level of P < 0.05 using the paleontological statistic 

software package (PAST) (Hammer et al., 2001).  
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To test the statistical significance of the differences among means of AWCD, richness, and diversity, the data were submitted 

to an ANOVA test with significance level of P < 0.05, followed by post-hoc Tukey's HSD test to detect specific differences 

between systems. The same procedure was followed to identified significant differences on the carbo guild consumption among 

tested systems and water quality parameters. Additionally, a correlation analysis of CSUP indexes, carbon guild consumption 

and removal efficiencies, was carried out based on the use of correlation PCA correlation biplots.  5 

The PCA is a multivariate analysis method that ease the study of multidimensional datasets of quantitative variables (carbon 

guild utilization), by projecting them in a 2-dimensional chart (factors). The resulting PCA chart allows to visualize the objects 

under study (tested systems), and depending on their position on the charts, let to establish their relationship with the 

quantitative variables. The correlation between variables under study can be determined by the angles formed between them. 

Acute angles indicate that the variables are correlated, right angles indicate that the variables not correlated, and obtuse angles 10 

indicate that the variables inversely correlated.  

3 Results and Discussion 

3.1 Influence of type of system on the microbial community activity 

After collection of samples, biofilm detachment and inoculation of the EcoPlates, the optical density was measured every 4 

hours. Once the measurement period (5 days) finalized, the obtained CSUP dataset was processed and subjected to Taylor 15 

transformation. After transformation, the CSUP dataset was analyzed using principal component analysis (PCA) (Figure 1).  
The resulting PCA graph accounts for more than 60% of the CSUP original information and illustrates the impact of microbial 

communities inside the 6 tested systems, over the use of 5 different carbon guilds. Figure 1a presents the carbon guilds as main 

variables of study and the depth level inside the columns as supplementary variables. The carbon guilds amino acids, 

amides/amines and variable level are related to Factor 1; carbohydrates, carboxylic and acetic acids and polymers are linked 20 

to Factor 2. Figure 1b presents the observations and derived centroids from each tested system. Combining the information 

from both PCA graphs some trends of the microbial populations can be identified, related to the consumption of individual 

carbon guilds.  

The upper part of Figure 1b, groups the planted systems, while non-planted columns are grouped at the lower part. The systems 

that promote the development of microbial communities tend to consume higher proportion of amino acids and amines/amides, 25 

are located on the right-hand side of PCA graph (Sand/P, PK-LSN/P and PK-LSN/NP), whereas the systems located on the 

left side (Sand/NP, PK-A/NP and PK-LSN/NP), seem to have microbial communities less likely to consume those carbon 

sources (Figure 1b). The planted systems in the upper part of the PCA graph (Sand/P, PK-A/P and PK-LSN/P) seem to favor 

the conditions to develop microbial communities inclined to consume carboxylic & acetic acids in a higher proportion, 

compared to the non-planted systems (Figure 1b). The consumption of polymers and carbohydrates seem to be higher in 30 

proportion for microbial communities associated to the non-planted systems (Sand/NP, PK-A/NP and PK-LSN/NP) in 

comparison with the planted-ones. The differences between planted and no-planted systems are expected, since the presence 
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of roots provide shelter for biofilm development, as well as allow the release of oxygen and a variety of root exudates that 

promote the growth microbial communities (Brix, 1997; Lv et al., 2017). 

The PCA graph suggests the influence of the level inside the system (in direction of water flow), over the consumption patterns 

of the microbial communities of the tested systems (Figure 1a). Based on the Pearson correlation matrix, derived from the 

PCA graphs, it is possible to identify the correlation between the level and the consumption pattern of polymers (0.487), and 5 

amino acids (0.306) as a positive middle-strength, the correlation with amines/amides (0.102) as a weak positive, while the 

correlations of carbohydrates (0.193) and carboxylic & acetic acids (0.080) as negative weak. 

Furthermore, the tested systems were compared based on their CSUP with permutational analysis of variance (PERMANOVA; 

p < 0.05). The analysis showed two significant different groups of systems: i) Sand/P and PK-LSN/P, ii) Sand/NP and PK-A/NP; 

whereas the systems PK-A/P and PK-LSN/NP are independent (Figure 2). The similarities among systems in groups i) and ii), 10 

are associated to the presence/absence of plants and to the consumption of certain carbon sources by the microbial 

communities. Except for the case of PK-A/P and PK-LSN/NP system, the separation in groups of planted and non-planted 

systems is similar to the findings made by Vacca et al., (2005) and Weber et al., (2008), whose results indicate that the 

microbial communities have similar characteristics in planted systems, but with dissimilarities between non-planted systems. 

However, in this study also the non-planted systems seem to have similarities between them for the development of 15 

microbial communities  

The group i) composed by PK-A/NP and PK-LSN/NP, share common microbial activity with a tendency for the consumption 

of carbohydrates and polymers. The group ii) composed by Sand/P and PK-LSN/P, the microbial community is prone to have 

a higher consumption of amino acids and amines/amides. In the case of system PK-LSN/NP, the microbial communities tend 

to consume carbohydrates, amino acids, amides/amines. Whereas the PK-A/P system, seems to promote the conditions for 20 

microbial communities predisposed to consume carboxylic & acetic acids. 

3.2 Microbial community metabolic activity indexes 

The CSUP data set of the tested systems was used to estimate three microbial metabolic activity indexes: AWCD, richness 

and diversity. The indexes represented the temporal development in a period of 52 hours (Figure 3a, c and e), and for a single 

time point of 48 hours (Figure 3b, d, and f). 25 

The AWCD shows a sigmoid growth pattern along 52 hours in all the tested systems (Figure 3a), indicating that the systems 

provide suitable conditions for the development of microbial communities. The result patterns coincide with previous CLPP 

studies of environmental samples (Insam and Goberna, 2004; Weber and Legge, 2010a) and in constructed wetlands (Button 

et al., 2016a; Salomo et al., 2009). In Sand and PK-LSN systems, the communities show higher metabolic activity compared 

to the PK-A systems. If a single time point of 48 hours is considered, the AWCD show significant lower values for PK-A 30 

systems in comparison to the Sand and PK-LSN systems, but with non-significant differences between them. The growth 
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patterns of richness (sigmoid) and diversity (logarithmic) indexes, show higher values for Sand and PK-LSN systems in 

comparison with PK-A systems. 

The relatively low values of AWCD, richness and diversity in PK-A systems suggests favorable conditions for colonization of 

electroactive bacteria rather than for more heterogeneous microbial populations. Indications of this can be found in previous 

studies of microbial characterization of MET for wastewater treatment. Beecroft et al. (2012) reported the colonization of 5 

electrodes of a MFC by putative exolectrogenic denitrifiers and sulfate reducers, up to 24% of the total amount of microbial 

communities after 91 days of operation. Additionally, Velvizhi et al. (2014) identified changes in the colonization of electrodes 

in a lab-scale MFC along 278 days of operation (Actinobacteria: from 50% to 14%; Proteobacteria: from 17% to 57%; 

Firmicutes: 33% to 29%). Yamashita et al. (2015) reported the colonization by Geobacter species (72 %) of anode electrodes 

in a lab-scale MFC after 1 month of operation. Aguirre-Sierra et al. (2016) reported a high presence of Deltaproteobacteria in 10 

a METland systems with coke biofilters (27 %) and hybrid polarized biofilters (23 %) in comparison with gravel biofilters (8 

%). J. Wang et al. (2017) reported for a CW-MFC a predominance on the anode material of Proteobacteria (± 60 %), and a 

higher relative abundance between 1% and 6% than in unplanted control systems. 

Even though no significant differences in AWCD, richness and diversity indexes were found between planted and non-planted 

systems in the tested systems of each material, the planted systems show higher values than the non-planted. Differences on 15 

the microbial community functionality between planted and non-planted systems, studies analyzing the change in microbial 

community structure in aerated constructed wetlands (Osem et al., 2007) have been reported, treating tannery wastewaters 

(Calheiros et al., 2009), as well as in full scale constructed wetlands treating domestic wastewaters (Zhang et al., 2010). The 

differences in microbial activity are influenced by the interaction with plant roots on the rhizosphere zone (Salomo et al., 

2009), given that the root systems provide shelter for microbial communities as well as regulating the development by 20 

synthetizing, accumulating and releasing root exudates (Weber and Legge, 2009). 

3.3 Effect of vertical profiles on carbon source utilization 

The utilization of the different carbon guilds per tested system, as well as along the flow pathway inside them are shown in 

Figure 4. The results show a global trend in the use of the available carbon sources, characterized by a high consumption of 

carbohydrates and carboxylic & acetic acids, followed in a middle proportion by polymers and amino acids, and in lower 25 

proportion by amines/amides. Except for polymers, significant differences in the consumption of carbon guilds can be 

identified among some systems (Figure 4a). The uniformity in the in carbon guild utilization among the tested systems is 

similar to the findings reported by Button et al. (2016), except that in their case, the most consumed carbon guild was polymers 

and the least consumed was amino acids, while in this study, the most consume carbon guild is carbohydrates and the less 

consumed is amines/amides (Figure 4a). 30 

Following the loading flow path, from bottom (0 cm) to top (45 cm), it is possible to identify some differences in terms of the 

consumption pattern of the carbon guilds. In the case of polymers (Figure 4b), all tested systems show an increase in their 

consumption as the water level in the systems increases, being the PK-A systems with the highest gradient activity from bottom 
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to top, followed by PK-LSN systems, and in an erratic pattern by the sand filled systems, that shows the highest activity in the 

middle layers. A similar consumption pattern can be seen for amino acids (Figure 4e) but with oscillations in middle points 

for some of the tested systems. Regarding carbohydrates, the microbial activity shows a higher consumption gradient from 0 

cm to 45 cm in Sand/NP, Sand/P and PK-LSN/P systems; for PK-A/NP and PK-LSN/NP, the activity seems to be equal along 

the flow path, whereas for PK-A/P the highest activity occurs in the uppermost layer (45 cm) of the system. (Figure 4c).  5 

Concerning carboxylic & acetic acids, there are variations in the consumption along the flow pathway among tested systems. 

PK-A/NP and PK-LSN/NP show higher consumption in the lowest levels inside the columns in comparison with the upper 

layer. PK-A/P and PK-LSN/P show similar steady consumption at different levels (except at 25 cm in PK-A/P), whereas 

Sand/NP and Sand/P showed higher consumption at 45 cm in comparison to 0 cm level, but with variations in the intermediated 

sampled points. In the case of amines/amides there is a notorious lower consumption in PK-A systems in comparison to Sand 10 

and PK-LSN systems. It seems that there are no significant differences among levels inside Sand/P, PK-A and PK-LSN 

systems. In the Sand/NP system, the highest consumption occurs on the intermediate levels and in a lower proportion without 

significant differences at 0 and 45 cm depth.  

The results also show that the carbon guild utilization present a mixed pattern of increase/decrease gradients along the flow 

path, differing from the findings of previous studies. Button et al. (2015) found decreasing gradients between inlet and outlet 15 

in the consumption of carbon guilds, with the steepest gradients in carbohydrates, polymers and amines/amides and with 

smooth gradients for amino acids and carboxylic acids. Similar pattern was found by Button et al. (2016) that reported the 

utilization of all carbon source, being higher at inlet sections than in the outlet section in CWs working in series. 

Easy degradable carbon sources, such as carbohydrates are preferred by microorganism as primary source of energy, and 

usually are consume at early stages of the flow pathway inside systems (Salomo et al., 2009). In this study, the consumption 20 

gradients of carbohydrates and carboxylic & acetic acid, indicates that these are easily metabolized by microbial communities 

at earliest stages of the flow. In the case of polymers, it the opposite occurred, with relative low consumption in the inlet 

section and higher consumption at the outlet section of the tested systems. Excepting for carbohydrates, the reported carbon 

guild consumption patterns are opposite to the findings made by Button et al. (2015) which identified a high utilization of 

polymers, carbohydrates and amines/amides at early stages in tested constructed wetland systems. Truu et al. (2009) stated 25 

that the hydraulic conditions have an impact on the structure, spatial distribution and activity of microbial communities, 

therefore the differences in carbon guild consumption in this study, compared to the results of previous studies, could be related 

to the up-flow operation of the systems, rather than the media nor if the systems were planted or not. 

3.4 Effluent water quality and correlation with microbial metabolic indexes 

In parallel to the microbial metabolic activity, were measured the effluent water quality parameters (pH, electrical conductivity, 30 

temperature, dissolved oxygen and Redox potential), and were estimated the removal rates of organic matter (BOD5, TOC and 

COD), nutrients (NO3-N, NH4-N, TN and PO4-P) and TSS (Table 3). Regarding water quality parameters, no significant 

differences among the tested systems were evident. pH values ranged between 7.9 and 8.0 units, electrical conductivity varied 
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0.8 and 0.9 mS cm-1, water temperature ranged between 16.5 to 17.4 ºC, dissolved oxygen varied between 3.7 and 4.9 mg L-1, 

and Redox potential between 212 and 233 mV. 

The composition of the wastewater at inlet has a BOD/COD ratio of 0.78, which denotes a wastewater with organic content 

relatively easy to degrade by biological-based systems (Metcalf & Eddy Inc., 2004). Therefore, the removal of BOD5 in all 

systems was above 85%. The removal efficiencies of the electro-conductive systems (PK-A and PK-LSN) are expected to be 5 

comparable to the removal efficiencies reported by Aguirre-Sierra et al. (2016), where in a METland system reached removals 

of up to 93%. Regarding COD removal, the electro-conductive material filled systems reached efficiencies above 80%, 

whereas for Sand systems, the removal efficiency was around 76%. PK-A/NP system reached removal rates as high as 88%. 

Even though there were no significant differences between planted and non-planted systems, the results show slightly higher 

removal efficiency in non-planted systems. The findings differ of those from Saz et al. (2018), where in a CW-MFC, planted 10 

systems showed better performance than non-planted systems, reaching COD removal rates between 85% to 88%. The removal 

efficiencies of PK-A and PK-LSN systems are comparable to values reported by Fang et al. (2017), where CW-MFC was able 

to remove COD loads of 90%, or with the values reported for a CW-MFC with assisted aeration with removal efficiencies 

above 82% (Xu et al., 2018a). TOC removal efficiencies ranged between 77 and 79%. 

Regarding nutrients, the removal of NH4-N ranged between 17 and 28 %, without significant differences among the tested 15 

systems, but with higher values in PK-A and PK-LSN systems in comparison to the Sand systems, as well as with higher 

values for the planted systems. The low NH4-N removal efficiencies in the tested systems are explained by their operation 

mode as water saturated system that limits the diffusion of O2 in the systems resulting in low dissolved oxygen concentration 

to fuel nitrification. The difference between planted and non-planted systems, suggests that vegetation has an impact on the 

removal of NH4-N in tested systems, as it is reported in conventional CW (Brix, 1997; Vymazal, 2010). NH4-N removal 20 

efficiency in the current test is comparable to the removal reported in horizontal flow constructed wetlands (between 20% and 

30%), but lower than vertical flow constructed wetlands (> 90%) (Dotro et al., 2017). NH4-N removal efficiencies are lower 

when compared to other microbial electrochemical-based systems such as in assisted aeration a CW-MFC which according to 

Oon et al. (2016) reached removal efficiencies of 96%, or as reported for  air cathode CW-MFC amended with dewatered alum 

sludge with removal rates between 58% and 81% (L. Xu et al., 2018), or as reported by Saz et al. (2018) reaching removal 25 

efficiencies above 95% in an upflow CW-MFC. 

The highest removal efficiency of NO3-N was reached in sand systems (19 to 40%) followed by PK-LSN (from 21 to 23%) 

and PK-A systems (from 13 to 17%). The NO3-N removal efficiencies are lower in comparison with other CW-MFC, like 

reported by Wang et al. (2016) reaching 80% removal with a system using carbon felt electrodes, or those reported by Yakar 

et al. (2018) where with an upflow CW-MFC, using zeolite as filter media removed up to 81%, or as reported by (J. Wang et 30 

al., 2017) reaching removal efficiencies around 87%. 

Given that the main removal pathway of NO3-N is denitrification a carbon source is required (Dotro et al., 2017), therefore the 

low removal efficiencies could be explained by the relatively low BOD5 remaining in the systems as it is treated along the 

flow. The tested systems reached TN removal rates between 46 and 50 %, without significant differences among them; the 
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removal of TN is similar to horizontal flow constructed wetlands and lower than vertical flow constructed wetlands (Dotro et 

al., 2017) (Kadlec and Wallace, 2009). The removal efficiencies are comparable with results reported by (L. Xu et al., 2016) 

but lower than 82% removal efficiency reported by (Xu et al., 2018a). The low TN removal is the results of the operation of 

tested systems under saturated regime, which given the anoxic conditions, the nitrification process is limited by the lack of O2; 

whereas the denitrification process could be limited by low amounts of organic matter and nitrate available in the systems 5 

(Dotro et al., 2017). 

The average removal percentage of PO4-P ranged between 88 and 96% in Sand systems, which is higher than in PK-A systems 

(± 79 %) and PK-LSN systems (45 to 47 %). The highest performance in sand and PK-LSN columns could be the associated 

effect of  filtration and precipitation processes (Dotro et al., 2017). The highest performance of PK-A systems in comparison 

with PK-LSN systems, could be a consequence of adsorption processes, given that the PK-A material contain iron traces that 10 

are manifested by the formation of iron oxide patches on the surface of the materials, as well as by the reddish color of the 

material at the effluent section of the columns. The presence of iron oxide is known to aid the adsorption phosphorous on the 

surface of materials (Kadlec and Wallace, 2009). PO4-P removal in PK-A systems could be comparable with removal 

efficiency reported for CW-MFC amended with dewatered alum sludge (94%) (Xu et al., 2017), or with the removal efficiency 

of 74% reached in a electrolysis-based horizontal flow constructed wetland reported by Gao et al. (2018).  15 

As for TSS removal, the best removal was obtained by the electro-conductive material PK-LSN, with removal rates between 

87 and 90% followed by Sand systems between 81 and 84 % and PK-A systems with removals between 82 and 85%. The high 

performance of PK-LSN systems might be associated to the highest porosity of the material (55%; Table 1) therefore with 

higher filtration capacity. 

In parallel to the water quality analysis, correlation analysis of the microbial metabolic activity indexes, the carbon guild 20 

utilization and the removal efficiency of organic matter (BOD5, COD and TOC) and nitrogen (NO3-N and TN) for the tested 

systems, was done based on a PCA correlation biplot (Figure 5). The analysis excluded NH4-N (which is mediated by nitrifying 

bacteria), PO4-P and TSS (whose removal mechanism are related to the physical-chemical processes of filtration, adsorption 

and precipitation). In general, the systems located on the right side of the correlation biplot (PK-LSN/P, PK-LSN/NP and 

Sand/P) have higher values of AWCD, diversity and richness, indicating that these systems present more heterogeneous 25 

microbial communities, compared to those located on the left side (PK-A/P, PK-A/NP and Sand/NP), which seems to have 

more homogeneous microbial communities. 

The Sand/P, PK-LSN/P and PK-LSN/NP systems seem to promote the conditions for microbial activity prone to consume 

amines/amides and amino acids. Additionally, in the case of PK-LSN/P and Sand/P systems, their metabolic activity also tents 

to consume carboxylic & acetic acids, whereas in PK-LSN/NP system, the microbial communities are inclined to consume 30 

polymers (Figure 5). The carbon guild consumption pattern of Sand/P, PK-LSN/P and PK-LSN/NP seem to be strongly related 

with the removal of NO3-N, suggesting the involvement of microbial communities that consume the carbon guilds in 

denitrification process, in contrast with the impact consumption patterns have on the removal of COD and TN.  
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In general, the non-planted systems showed microbial communities prone to consume in a higher extend polymers which 

seems to be related to the removal of BOD5 and TOC. BOD5 show a negative correlation with the consumption of carboxylic 

and acetic acids, and TOC with amines/amides, amino acids and carboxylic and acetic acids. In the case of PK-LSN/NP system, 

besides having carbon guild consumption patterns related with the removal of NO3-N removal, the activity of the microbial 

community, related in the consumption of polymers, also is involved in a high extend in BOD5 and in TOC removal. Likewise, 5 

the microbial communities on non-planted systems seems to have a relative lower impact on the removal of NH4-N, in 

comparison with planted ones (Figure 5). However, is important to highlight that for TN removal efficiencies, apart of being 

related with NO3-N removal, also is related with nitrification processes and plant uptake.  

The systems located on the left side of the correlation biplot, seem to have more homogeneous microbial communities than 

those located on the right side, therefore having different carbon guild consumption preferences (Figure 5). This difference 10 

could be associated to the absence of plants in Sand/NP and PK-A/NP, given that usually planted systems have higher microbial 

diversity than non-planted (Salomo et al., 2009; Weber & Legge, 2009), and by the electroconductive characteristics of the 

material in PK-A systems, that has an impact on the richness and diversity of microbial communities (Figure 3). For instance, 

the microbial communities in Sand/NP systems are prone to consume polymers in a higher extend and carbohydrates which 

seems to be related to a high extend to the removal of BOD5 and TOC. Likewise, PK-A/NP system possess microbial 15 

communities that consume polymers which could to be related with the removal of BOD5 and TOC, and carbohydrates, which 

seems to be related to the removal of COD as well as TOC. Whereas in the case of PK-A/P, it has a high higher consumption 

of carboxylic & acetic acids and carbohydrates, which seems to be related to the removal of COD. 

Despite that, the PK-A systems still have microbial communities that contribute to the removal of COD and TN (through 

nitrification-denitrification processes), the highest COD removal rates are reached by these systems, therefore should exist a 20 

relation between the characteristics of the material that become selective to the creation of microbial biofilms that ease the 

consumption of COD and TN. 

5 Conclusions 

To the best of our knowledge there are no publications reporting the microbial metabolic activity function in electroactive 

biofilm-based constructed wetlands. The assessment of the microbial metabolic activity was done in a fast and easy way based 25 

on CLPP analysis and with the use of BIOLOGTM EcoPlates. In the present study were identified differences in terms of the 

metabolic activity of systems using electro-conductive materials in comparison with control systems.  

PK-A systems show lower values of AWCD, richness and diversity, in comparison with Sand and PK-LSN systems. This 

could constitute as an indicator of the impact of the material in the evolution of the microbial metabolic activity inside 

electroconductive the systems. This means that the electro-conductive properties of PK-A system, provides favorable 30 

conditions for the development of more homogeneous microbial biofilms, similarly to previous studies were carbon-based 
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electrodes operating for certain long periods, have been reported changes in the microbial communities attached to the 

electrodes (Aguirre-Sierra et al.,2016; J. Wang et al., 2017). 

Judging by the values of AWCD, richness and diversity, the planted systems have a slight impact on the microbial metabolic 

activity of tested systems, however, the registered differences are not significant between planted and non-planted system. The 

carbon guild utilization showed a general trend in all tested systems, with a high consumption of carbohydrates and carboxylic 5 

and acetic acids, followed in a middle proportion by polymers and amino acids, and in lower proportion by amines and amides. 

Also, the carbon guild utilization shows differences along the flow path in the systems, as well as among them. 

The trends in the consumption of carbon guilds, have an impact on the values of microbial metabolic indexes. The systems 

with relatively higher consumption of amino acids, amines/amides and polymers (PK-LSN/P, PK-LSN/NP and Sand/NP) 

seems to have more heterogeneous microbial communities in comparison with those systems with a relatively high 10 

consumption of carboxylic and acetic acids and carbohydrates (PK-A/P, PK-A/NP and Sand/P). 

The consumption of carbon guilds is associated with the removal efficiency of the testes systems. NO3-N removal is associated 

to the consumption of amines/amides, amino acids, and polymers, which according to the profiles of the systems, are consumed 

at higher rates in the outlet section of the systems, indicating that denitrification processes is taking place. The microbial 

communities likely to consume polymers, are involved in a high extend in the removal of BOD5 and TOC. Whereas the 15 

microbial communities prone to consume carbohydrates, which occur in a higher proportion at the inlet zones of the systems, 

are involved in the removal of COD as well as TOC. 
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Table 1: Physical-chemical characteristic of filter materials used in this study. 

Parameter Units PK-A* PK-LSN* Sand** 

Carbon-fix % 95.80 99.43 - 

Sulphur % 1.80 0.54 - 

Nitrogen % 1.00 0.375 - 

Ash % 2.00 0.07 - 

Volatiles % 0.50 0.50 - 

H2O % 0.20 0.50 - 

Resistivity Ω-m 0.0227 0.0262 - 

Porosity % 39 ± 2 55 ± 3 38 ± 2 

Density g ml-1 1.9 ± 0.1 1.6 ± 0.1 2.62 ± 0.1 

D10 mm 9.47 3.23 0.46 

D60 mm 22.93 20.15 1.18 

*electro-conductive materials; **control material 
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Table 2: Mean values of inlet wastewater parameters along 16 weeks of operation. 

Parameter Units Mean 

pH - 6.6 ±0.1 

Electrical conductivity mS cm-1 0.8 ± 0.3 

Temperature ºC 16.9 ± 1.5 

Dissolved oxygen mg L-1 1.4 ± 0.81 

Redox potential* mV 3.8 ± 31.1 

BOD5 mg L-1 500 ± 28 

COD mg L-1 640 ± 34 

TOC mg L-1 170 ± 49 

NH4-N mg L-1 33 ± 3 

NO3-N mg L-1 0.04 ± 0.03 

TN mg L-1 42 ± 9 

PO4-P mg L-1 6 ± 1 

TSS mg L-1 341 ± 90 

* vs Standard Hydrogen Electron (corrected with 207 mV at 25ºC) 
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Table 3: Effluent water quality parameters of tested systems along 16 weeks of operation. 

Parameter Unit PK-A/P PK-LSN/P PK-A/NP PK-LSN/NP Sand/P Sand/NP 

pH - 7.9 ± 0.9 a 8.0 ± 0.9 a 7.9 ± 0.9 a 7.9 ± 0.9 a 8.0 ± 0.8 a 8.0 ± 0.9 a 

Electrical conductivity mS cm-1 0.9 ± 0.4 a 0.9 ± 0.5 a 0.8 ± 0.3 a 0.8 ± 0.4 a 0.8 ± 0.5 a 0.8 ± 0.5 a 

Temperature ºC 16.8 ± 3.8 a 16.5 ± 3.6 a 17.4 ± 4.0 a 16.8 ± 4.1 a 16.9 ± 4.7 a 16.8 ± 5.0 a 

Dissolved oxygen mg L-1 4.1 ± 3.2 a 4.9 ± 2.8 a 3.7 ± 3.2 a 4.0 ± 3.4 a 3.8 ± 3.4 a 3.7 ± 3.2 a 

Redox potential* mV 229 ± 58 a 233 ± 52 a 220 ± 59 a 212 ± 67 a 224 ± 40 a 224 ± 32 a 

BOD5 % 85 ± 11 a 86 ± 11 a 87 ± 11 a 87 ± 11 a 87 ± 9 a 86 ± 8 a 

COD % 85 ± 13 ab 82 ± 12 ab 88 ± 14 a 82 ± 12 ab 76 ± 11 b 76 ± 11 b 

TOC % 77 ± 10 a 77 ± 8 a 79 ± 11 a 77 ± 9 a 76 ± 9 a 79 ± 7 a 

NH4-N % 26 ± 15 a 28 ± 16 a 25 ± 15 a 24 ± 15 a 17 ± 13 a 17 ± 14 a 

NO3-N % 17 ± 16 ab 23 ± 18 ab 13 ± 13 b 21 ± 16 ab 40 ± 20 a 19 ± 15 ab 

TN % 50 ± 26 a 48 ± 25 a 48 ± 25 a 48 ± 26 a 46 ± 23 a 49 ± 26 a 

PO4-P % 79 ± 16 b 47 ± 30 c 79 ± 18 b 45 ± 27 c 88 ± 15 a 96 ± 4 a 

TSS % 82 ± 13 b 90 ± 9 a 85 ± 10 ab 87 ± 8 ab 84 ± 8 ab 81 ± 14 b 

* vs Standard Hydrogen Electron (corrected with 207 mV at 25ºC). Different letters indicate significant differences between tested 
systems. 
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Figure 1: Principal component analysis based on Taylor transformed data of CSUP in tested systems. (a) PCA correlation circle of 
variables (carbon guilds and level). Carbon guilds are classified in 5 different categories (Amide/amides; Amino acids; 
Carbohydrates; Carboxylic & acetic acids; Polymers). (b) PCA of CSUP Taylor transformed data at 48 hours of tested systems. F1 5 
and F2 are principal component factors with proportion of total variability (%). 
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Figure 2: PCA plot of microbial community activity based on CSUP of tested systems (n = 18). Ellipses represent groups of systems 
with significant differences (Euclidean distance - p < 0.05; PERMANOVA). 
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Figure 3: Microbial metabolic activity based on CSUP derived indexes (AWCD, richness and diversity) of tested systems. Left-hand 
side figures indicate the evolution of indexes from the beginning of the test up to 52 hours (n = 15). Right-hand side figures represent 
the indexes calculated at 48 hours; different letters indicate significant differences between tested systems (p < 0.05; ANOVA).  
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Figure 4: Carbon source utilization at 48 hours per tested systems and different heights (up-flow operation; bottom = 0 cm; top = 
45 cm). (a) Proportion of total carbon utilization per tested; different letters indicate significant differences between tested systems 
(ANOVA, Tukey HSD; p < 0.05). Carbon sources classified in 5 different carbon gilds: (b) polymers, (c) Carbohydrates, (d) 
Carboxylic & acetic acids, (e) Amino acids, and (f) Amine/amides. Utilization based on average absorbance units (590 nm).  5 
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Figure 5: Correlation biplot of microbial metabolic activity indexes (AWCD, richness, diversity and evenness), carbon guild 
utilization (Amine/amides, Amino acids, Carbohydrates, Carboxylic & acetic acids and Polymers) and removal efficiency of organic 
matter (BOD5, COD and TOC) and nitrogen (NO3-N and TN) per tested system. 
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